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摘  要 
 
受美国次贷危机的影响，中国股票市场的上证指数从 2007 年 10 月 16 日的




















































Because of American financial crisis, Chinese economy have been suffered from 
serious financial crisis. In Chinese stock market, the Shanghai Composite Index had 
dropped 4459, from 6124.04 on October 16, 2007 to 1664.93 on October 28, 2008. The 
embarrassment that a lot of anomalies which cannot be explained by Standard Finance. 
Standard Finance have been based preconditions that rational investor hypothesis and 
efficient market hypothesis. Behavioral finance is one of foreland fields of present 
finance research, more and more domestic and foreign scholars ,specialist and investors 
par highly attention to it. 
I am very interested in research of herd behaviors of Behavioral Finance Theory. 
Herd behaviors in the stock market is the phenomenon that the investors, facing 
uncertain circumstance , neglect their information and follow someone else . Herd 
behaviors puts an important influence to the healthy development of stock market. 
By the CCK model and ICCK model, I have given an empirical study of whole 
normal Shanghai stock and regional plate stock, but I have not found obvious any herd 
behaviors; However, through an empirical study in the related industry sector stocks 
during the period that the macro policies promulgated, I have found obvious herd 
behaviors. Therefore, I want to suggest the government that should make scientific 
policies.  
Based on the analysis of herd behaviors, I have revealed the reasons of technical 
analysis have gradually failed. In the stock market, the present situation of national 
"price limits and T + 1" can effectively relieve herd behaviors. Analysis shows that the 
Chinese stock market will be more mature and rational. Finally, I point out that if want 
to being happy investors, they should be concerned with current events, policies, and 
cultivate the concept of investment value. 
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第一章  绪  论 




年 10 月 16日的 6124.04 点跌到 2008 年 10 月 28 日的 1664.93 点。短短一年时间




































































































板块轮动频率过快、持续时间比较短的情形相吻合。（4）CCK 和 ICCK 方法在
验证整体股票市场在 2005 年 7 月 29 日到 2007 年 10 月 26 日和 2008 年 1 月 14
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